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The production
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VIDULI - I pack my bag
a theater.nuu production
performance, 35 min, age 2+
premiere: June 2012, Cairo

»VIDULI« is a performance dealing with different ideas of packing and unpacking a bag. It is a performance of movement, dance and music - always playing with the aspects of space and time. The language is
a language of the bodies and a few words that are understandable all over the word. Two clownish figures
Sa and La (Sarah and Laura) are standing on the stage, they are who they are. Two persons confronted
with the possibilities offered by the idea of a simple suitcase.
It‘s all about packing a bag. Sa and La are building their own bag. A big big big suitcase. But what can they
pack in it? »I take a ball. I take a ball and a laughter. I take a ball, a laughter and a banana. I take....La« They
pack and un-pack the bag. They dance with it. And they sing with it.
The performance is based on a game, often played by children: „I pack my bag“ (german: „Ich packe meinen Koffer“). A game dealing with memory, fantasy and imagination. You can put everything in the suitcase,
it can be as big like an elephant or as indescribable as the feeling of a laughter. We are all carrying our
own suitcase, we pack it and unpack it. Every day, every second from the beginning of our lives. Sometimes we hide ourselves in our suitcase. We close it, and suddenly we are gone. But then we re-open it,
and we are back again..
conzept : Sarah Gaderer, Laura-Lee Röckendorfer
cast: Sarah Gaderer, Laura-Lee Röckendorfer
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We founded theater.nuu 2012 as a company that concentrates on theatre work for children, especially for
the very small ones.
Cooperation with the children is not only important, it is the precondition of our work. All of our plays
are created through improvisation and bodywork (dance, pantomime, clownery, ...).
It is very important for us to open a space for the children‘s imagination - it is not our aim to create a
strict storyline.
The material of ideas comes from the world that surrounds, and the children that discover.
theater.nuu performs in theatrical spaces and off spaces as kindergarden and creche.
Won the Jungwild 2013 - Price for young theater
Shows
_________________
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VIDULI - I pack my bag (2012)
MOON AWOOH (2014)
AHOI KOI (2015)
SCHROTT (2017)
Dschungel Wien, Theater am Spittelberg - Wien, Lesofantenfest - Wien, WUK - Wien, Kuddelmuddel Linz, Schäxpirfestival Linz, Szene Bunte Wähne Festival - Horn und Wien, spleen*graz, Frida & Fred - Graz,
Alter Schl8hof - Wels, Stromboli - Hall, Bambergsaal - Villach, Luaga & Losna Festival - Feldkirch, u.a.
Marhaba Festival 2012 & 2013 - Kairo (EGY), Visioni Festival - Bologna (IT), Il Maggiolino Festival - Lugano
(CH), Space Invaders Festival - Dublin (IRE), E.R.T. (IT), LABAS! Festival Vilnius (LIT), Polka Theatre London
(ENG), u.a.
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technical details
_________________

MUSIC
live; acoustic
STAGEDESIGN
a suitcase + tape (paper tape)
dark floor:
dance carpet (from the host theatre) or wooden floor

Lightning
_________________

Lights (look at the lightning schedule; page 3)
1 Frontlight
2 Lights for audience
3 Sidelights
4 Floodlight (dt.: Fluter)
5 Backlight
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Pictures
_________________
www.theaternuu.at
(c) Laura Nöbauer
Luaga und Losana Festival,
Feldkirch
(c) Severin Gombocz
Theater am Spittelberg,
Wien

KONTACT
Sarah Gaderer & Laura-Lee Röckendorfer
+43 650 2019001 & +43 660 4887923
theater.nuu@gmx.at

